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Frum the Priv:1te Secr\!lary 

10 DOWNING STREET 
LONDON SWtA 2AA 

I enclose a copy of a letter which the Prime Minister has jusL scn1 to John 
Hume, covering a text setting out our approach to the muhi-party negotiations. 
We would aim to puhJish this text early next week, prohahly in the form of a 
press article under the name of the Prime Minister. I have made clear to John 
Hume, in sending him the. text. that the terms of it arc not up for ncgotiacion. 
It represents what we propose to say. no more no less. 

It would be helpful if, in any contacts you have with those concerned, 
you could underline that this is a reasonable statement of British pot icy and that 
more cannot be expected. It is now for John Hume and those to whmn he has 
been talking lo deliver on what they said. 

JOHN HOLMES 

) 

Mr Paddy Teahon 
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27-SEP-96 12,39 FROM, 10 DOWNING ST CCF> ID, 

10 DOWNING STREET 
LONDON SWIA 2/\A 

THE PklME MINI.STER 27 September 1996 

I 

Thank you for your letter of 8 August and the text which you faxt!d on 

6 St!ptember. 

The IRA's position, as you describe it, is that if we Wt!rc ready lo make 

this staceinem. and the IRA knew when we were going lo make it. they would 

rt!spond shortly afterwards, at a time specified in advance. with an uncquivm:al 

restoration of the August 1994 "cotal cessation". 

When J wrote to you on 24 July. I said that the IRA should restore lhcir 

ceasefire without any further prevarication. But, in response to lhl· suggestion 

thac reassurances from the British Government on certain issues in line with its 

established public policy would help to bring this about, l sec out word� whidi 

could be used. 

Now they have returned with one significant issue - the 1imcframc -

whi�h is simply not under our control. and an altogether long\:r text con:ring a 

host of olher issues. Meanwhile, continued preparation for further IRA attacks 

goes on, as the arrests and arms finds on Monday demonstrat\! all (u(.1 dearly. 

_ Intimidation and so-called punishment attacks also continue to increase m 
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munhc.:r and brutality. As I have already said puhlicly, Sinn Fein's talk of 

peace can have: little ncdibility against chis background. 

It n:111ains the c.:asc rhat the IRA should restore rhcir cea�cfirc wilhout 

further a<lo and without the need for further statements. The Government is 

l:cnainly nor in rhc business of ncgotiacing a restoration of the IRA ceasefire, 

11or in givi11g st.Trc:l assur.uu.:cs lo bring il ahc,ul. Sinn Fein must undcrslaml 

!hat WI.'. lllL'an in priv,1t� what we say in public.

Ncvcnh�·kss. if there is genuine doubt or uncertainly ov�r the 

Govt·n1111t.:11l ·� policy, l am happy lO look at that. Because I am in no doubt of 

thL' bL'ncfits. for Lhc people or Northern Irdand and the negotiations. of a 

gcnuim: �md unequivocal restoration of the IRA ceasefire, we will repeat and 

n.:atlirm 1Hir approach on lhc key issues. The attached text has been prepar�d 

for this purpose. a11<l will be published in lhe near future. 

Johll Hum�. Fsq .. M.P. / 
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This Government has made clear its approach to the search for p��u.:� in 

Northern Ireland on many occasions. But we continue lo be asked about this or 

that aspect, particularly about the multi-party negotiations which started on 

10 June in Belfast. There has been continued speculation about a new IRA 

ceasefire, despite the latest huge arms and explosives find in London. This has 

renewed questions about what efft:cl this would have on the negotiations, and 

our approach to these negotiations. It may therefore be helpful to spell out our 

position again. 

The negotiations have one overriding aim: lo n�ach an overall political 

settlement. achieved through agrcemem and founded on consent. They will 

address all the issues relevant to �uch a scnlemenl. Inclusive in nature, they 

involve both Governments and all the relevant political parties with rhe 

necessary democratic mandate and commirmcm to exclusively pcacdul methods. 

The prospects for success in these negotiations will obviously he much 

greater if they take place in a peaceful environment. Under the legislation 

setting up the talks, if che Government considered that there was an unequivocal 

rcscoration of the IRA ceasefire or August I 994. Sinn Fein would be invited to 

nominate a team to participate in the negotiations. We would uf cour'.'-,e need to 

be sure thac any restoration was genuinely um.:quivocaJ. particularly in vil�W of 

events on the ground. Beyond thal, the British and Irish Governments an� 

agreed that these negotiations are wilhout preconditions. 

It is equally clear that, to be successful. the ncgotiatio11s must he based 

on exclusively democratic and peaceful means. There must be no recourse: ro 

the threat (actual or implied) or use of violence or cocrcio11. So. on entering 
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the negotiations, each participant nc�ds to make clear their total and absolute 

commitment to the principles of democracy and non-violence set out in the 

Report of the International Body chaired by Senator George Mitchell. The 

parties in the talks have all done just that already. 

The range of issues on which an overall agreement will depend means 

that the negotiations will be on the basis or a �omprehensive agenda. This will 

be adopted by agreement. Each participant will he able to raise any significant 

issue of concern to them, and to receive a fair hearing for those concerns, 

without this being subject to the veto of any other parry. Any aspect can he 

raised, including constitutional issues and any other matter which any party 

considers relevant. No negotiated outcome is either predetermined or excluded 

in advance or limited by anything other than che need for agreement. 

Among the crucial issues is decommissioning. So the or�ning plenary 

will address the International Body's proposals on <le�ommissioning of illegal 

arms. At chat stage. we, along with the Irish Governrnenl. will be looking for 

the commitment of all participants to work constructively during the 

negotiations to implement all aspects of the International Bo<ly ·s report. This 

includes its compromise approach under which some decommissioning would 

take place during the proce�s of negotiations. We want to make urgent progress 

in this area so that the process of decommissioning is not seen as a precondition 

to further progress, but is used to build confidence one step at a time during the 

negotiations. As progress is made on politicat issues, even modest mutual steps 

on decommissioning could help create the .ttmosphere needed for further steps 

in a progressive pattern of mounting trust and confidence. 

It is important to emphasise that all parties are creaced equally in the 

negotiations in accordance with the scale of their d�mo<.:n\,lic man<lak. No 
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party has an undemocratic advantage. The negotiations will operate on the 

basis of consensus, requiring at least the support of parties representing a 

majority of both the unionist and nationalist communities in Northern Ireland. 

But no one party can prevent them continuing by withdrawjug from the 

negotiacions. 

It is essential that all participants negotiate in good faith, seriously 

address all areas of the agreed agenda and make every effort to reach a 

comprehensive agreement. For their part, the two Govcrmncms arc conuuittcd 

to ensure that all items on the comprehensive agcuda are fully addressed. 

They will do so themselves with a view to overcoming any ohstadcs which may 

anse. 

For o_ur part, we are whoJiy commiucd to upholding. so far as we cau, 

our responsibilicy to facilitate agreement in the negotiarions. This muse be 

based on full respect for the righcs and identities of hoth traditions. We want 10

see peace, stability and reconciliation established hy agreement. 

We are also determined to see these negotiations through suu:cssfully. as 

speedily as possible. This is in line with th� hopes and aspirations of people in 

both the Unired Kingdom and the Irish Republic. These havt' already given 

momentum to a process which will always have its difficulties. We have 

already proposed that a plenary meeting shoul<.1 be held at a suicahlc date 10 take 

srock of progress in the negotiations as a whole. We will support any agreed 

timeframe for the conduct of the .negotiations adopted by the parcil:ipams. 

Meanwhile we are committed to raising cunfidcnce. both through the 

talks and through a range of other measures alongside chem. The l111crm11ional 

Body's report itself proposes a process of mutual confidcnc�-buil<ling. 
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So we will continue to pursue social and economic policies based on the 

principles of equality of opportunity, equity of treatmem and parity of esteem 

irrespective of political, cultural or religious affiliation or gtndtr. We are 

committed to increasing community identification with policing in Northern 

Ireland. 

It is worth recalling that. in response to the ceasefires of Autumn 1994 

and the changed level of threat, we undertook a series of confidence-building 

measures. These included changed arrangements for release of prisoners in 

Northern Ireland under the Northern Ireland (Remission of Sentences) Act 

1995, security force redeployments, a review of emergency legislation and 

others. If the threat reduces again, the opportunity for further confidence

building measures returns. 

But confidence-building is a two-way street. Support for the use of 

violence is. incompatible with participation in the democratic process. An end 10 

punishment beatings _?nd other paramilitary activities, including surveillance and 

targeting, would demonstrate real commitment to peaceful methods and help 

build trust. 

The opportunity for progress has never been greater. The ncgot iations 

are widely supported internationally and benefit from independent chairmen 

from the USA, Canada and Finland. They also have the overwhelming support 

of people throughout these islands. They wane them to take place in a peaceful 

environment. free of all paramilitary violence. That is our aim 100.

/ 
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SECUHE-FX THANSMISSION 
27/09/96 19:30 NO.160 

Comments on document attached to Prime Minister's letter to John Hume 

Preliminary analysis wmpared to Hume's submission 

Key Points which could be made to the British 

l. We welcome the efforts in the paper to present existing British positions in a positive

light.

2. We should give the recipients space for reflection and not rush into print before we

have some sense of the climate/reaction in that quarter.

3. 

4. 

s. 

The decommissioning interpretation is one legitimate interpretation of paragraphs 33 

and 35 of the International Body's report, but we have left space for a somewhat 

different interpretation. The reference should be limited to implernentin2 all aspects 

of the report (as in 6 June docs.) 

The reference to the decommis·sioning precondition is passive and rather evasive. 

While the refetence to confidence building is helpful, it is vague. Some comfort in 

this area would be a very valuable dimension. What can be done in practice? 

Analysis 

While the paper attached to the Prime Minister's letter to John Hume. does not meet all the 
points raised in the document forwarded by John Hume, it can fairly be described as fairly 
positive in intent. The paper is obviously drafted also for defensive purposes, to ward off any 
accusations of negotiating with violence. It is, however, helpful that the Prime Minister does 
offer to "look at" "genuu1e doubt or uncertainty" over Government policy 

The two most obvious differences between the British text and the Hmnc text relate to a time 
frame and decommissioning. 

Major specifically adverts in his letter to the British refusal to commit themselves to a time 
frame (paragraph 1 O of the Hume text). Instead the British text commits them to supporting 
any agreed time frame for the conduct of the negotiations. Major is correct in stating that the 
time frame "is simply not under our control". On the other hand, the British could have more 
helpfully said something along the lines of "we will encourage any efforts by the parties to 
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agree a ume Irallle wr uit:: m;guuauum; aau wu1 �t:t:.K LU t:11.:swt uu1t n.uy l1g1cc::u uillci<1u1c 1:s

met", and coqld have envisaged more far-reaching targets, reviews etc .. 

NO.160 

As regards decommissioning, while the Hwne paper (paragraph 11) states that the 
"negotiations will address with all other issues, the fotemational Body's proposals on 
decommissioning without making this a precondition to further progress in the negotiations", 
the British paper includes a substantial paragraph on decommissioning emphasising the 
expectation of both Governments that the participants will commit themselves to ''work 
constructively during the negotiations to jmplement all aspects of the International Body's
report." The British paper goes on to state that ''this includes its compromise approach under 
which some decommissioning will take place during the process of negotiations". This
qualifie2tion, did not appear in the commitment sought of the parties in the 6 June 
Opening Scenario paper and was omitted, at our iosistence, from the paper handed over 
to the UUP this week. It represents one particular interpretation of paragnphs 34 and 
35 of the Mitchen Body's report ("the parties should con.sider such an approach'') and 
sho1dd be dropped from the British text. 

The following is a summary of the other significant points of difference between the two 
texts. The paragraph nwnbers refer to the Hume document, ·wiJess otherwise stated. 

Param,ph2 

Hurne speaks of the British Government being "wholly committed'' to upholding its 
responsibility to give ''clear and firm guidance1

'. The Bri.tish text states that "we are wholly 
committed to upholding, so far as we can, our responsibility to facilitate agreement in 1he 
negotiations". Titls is hardly a serious difference. 

Parainaph 3 

There is no ec.Iio in the British paper ofHwne's statement that ''the primary interest is to
see .... ag,reement between all the people who inhabit the island oflreland'', although the 
British are on record on this in the Joint Declaration in any case. In this context. the reference 
to "peace in Northern Ireland" in the first sentence of the British draft is somewhat narrow, 
and there is room. to stress the need for the negotiations to address the three 
relationships. 

Paragraph. 4 

The Hume document speaks ·of .. achieving agreement on the basis of equality of treatment 
and parity of esteem". The British text states that agreement ''must be based on full respa-1 
for the rights and.identities of both traditions". It also commits the British Government to
pursuing "social and economic policies based on the principles of equality of opportunity, 
equality of treatment �d parity of esteem". These differences should not be insurmountable. 

Paragraph 5 
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The Hume document speaks of the desirability of a peaceful environment and stresses that 
there should be no preconditions. The British text makes clear that there must be an IRA 
ceasefu-e before Sinn Fein can join the talks and that all participants are expected to sign up to 
the Mitchell principles. We can hardly argue with this. 

Paragrwb 9 

The points raised in the Hume document are essentially covered, although the commitment of 
the two Governments "to ensure that a comprehensive agenda is addressed and that any 
obstacles which may arise are overcome'' is replaced in the British text by language based on 
paragraph 15 of the Ground Rules: 

"For their part, the two Governments are committed to ensure that all items on the 
comprehensive agenda are fully addressed. They will do so themselves with a view to 
overcoming any obstacles which might arise':. 

Parninaph 1 O 

See above for detail on timescale. 

Paragraph 11 

Hume refers to an open agenda, while the British, in confonnity with the rules of procedure 
state that the agenda shall be agreed. 

Paragmph12 

See above regarding decommissioning. 

Paragraph 14 

The British document does not fully reflect Hume's call for the Government to commit itself 
to equality in relation to cultural issues, although it does refer to economic and social policies 
which do not discriminate on the basis of cultural affiliation. These are not quite th� same 
thing. Surely the British can make some genuflection to a commitment to nurture the 
cultural tradition of both communities. 

Paragraph 15 
, .

The British response to Hurne;s point on the need for action on prisoners is weak and linked 
to a restoration ofthe' ceasefire. The reference in the Hume document to <;a policing service 
and policing methods which would enjoy widespread acceptability" is met with the response 
that "we arc: comnutted to increasing community identification with policing in Northern 
Ireland". However, the expectation of police reform in advance of negotiations was probably 
unrealistic. 
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Paragraph 16 

There is no echo of Hume's reference to equa1ity of treatment for the Irish language and 
culture. See also paragraph 14. 

Paramvh 11 

There is no obvious pick�up on this paragraph in the British document, although terms such 
as "the empowerment and inclusion of deprived communities" do not generally appear in the; 
Tory vocabulary. Toe reference to the imbalance in unemployment could conceivably be said 
to have been covered in the references to ''equality of opportunity, equity of treatment etc. in 
economic and social policy. 
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